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Free Speech or Hate Crime?
David Baugh
Speaks at William and Mary
States guarantees everyone in a democracy the right to live without discomfort or
fear."
Throughout his presentation , Mr.
Baugh emphasized that this nation was
founded on the principles ofthe Federalist
Papers and the Constitution, most especially the Bill ofRights. Hepointedout that
in the C0Ufse of their jobs, the President,
members of the military,j udges and attorneys all swear oaths to protect the Constitution. Although Baugh stressed that he
believed the Klan activities are racist and
hateful, he felt it was his du.t)" to defend
Barry Black because "if he doesn't have
First Amendment rights, then I don't have
First Amendment rights .' Part ofthe brilliance and the bra ery of the Bill of Rights
is that is places faith inpeople's abilities to
judge for themselves. This can seem
"scary" according to Baugh, but it underscores the "idea that every idea should be
dis ussed so that we can determine its
value." He reasoned that if you suppress
the speech ofthe Klan, you somehow gi\'e
it value. But if ou expose their ideas,
others will be able to tell their true worth.
By: Adrienne Griffin
"One of the problems with being a
lawyer is people assume that when you
undertake a case, you adopt the position
of you~ client." DavidBaugh, a Richmond
defense attorney, made this statement early
in his address to students at Marshall
Wythe on Friday, September 27. Baugh
explained that non-lawyers often ask him
how he can defend clients he knows are
guilty or whose ideas he fmds repugnant.
Baugh said his reply is that his relationship
to his clients is professional rather ·than
personal and that his primary duty is to see
that the rules are followed in every case he
participates in. Al¢ough he understands
the "natural tendency to want to distance
yourself from your client," he says that his
decision to represent Barry Black, an Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan who was
charged with violating a Virginia statute
prohibiting cross- burning, was a "nobrainer." Baugh revealed that all of the
white attorneys in the western part of the
state had refused to represent Black, but
he was the perfect person for the job, since
there was "no chance that he was a closet
Klansman." Mr. Baugh claims that he was

surprised by the attention the media gave
to his representation of Black, attention
that came from the American press and
media outlets as far away as England,
Scotland and Italy. Everyone, it seems,
wanted to know more about the AfricanAmerican attorney who volunteered for
the job of defending the Klan.
Mr. Blackwas arrested nearCana, Virginia, in the western part of the state, after
a Klan rally that culminated in the burning
of a twenty-five foot cross. The rally took
place on private property with the permissionoftheowner. Mr. Baugh's defense of
Black was a Constitutional attack on the
Virginia law he was charged with breaking.
According to Mr. Baugh, the law has existed since the 1950's and prohibits the
burning of a cross "with intent to intimidate." Further, if you burn a cross, there is
an allowable inference of an intent to intimidate. Mr. Baugh told the audience that
this law is clearly unconstitutional because it is an unwarranted infringement
upon free speech. Although a cross burning may inspire fear, it is not an imminent
threat in his opinion. He reasoned, "I don t
believe that the Constitution of the United

David Baugh's presentation was made
possible by librarian James Heller and captured the attention of an audience of students and faculty, several of whom asked
interesting questions after he concluded
his main remarks. OnestudentaskedBaugh
if he thought the revised version of the
statute (without the inferen e of inti mid ation) was constitutional. Baugh replied
that he thought it was still an interference
with First amendment rights . He also asserted that a cross burning would only be
illegal if it were done without permission
on 'another' s public or private property'
but in that case, the proper remedy would
be found in raws against trespass or destruction of property. Student reception
of the talk seemed mixed,judging from the
questions and comments made during the
question and answer session and after the
program was over. One student, who
asked not to be named, said that the presentation made ber feel uncomfortable and
that although she understood Baugh's
reasoning she felt she herself could never
represent Mr. Black. On the other hand
Beth andegrift commented that "Mr.
Baugh's passion for defending the Constitution was an inspiration ' to her.
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Supreme Court Preview·Exalllines the
2003 Term "

Carol Daly, and · Yvette Zassenbraker
w orked over the summer to compile the
notebook. Law students w ith an interest
in reading about the upcoming tenn will
soon be able to access the notebook on the
IBRL web site.

By: Todd Muldrew
, Are Three Strikes laws cruel and unusual
punishment? Has copyright protection
become too expansive? Will the Supreme
Court continue its push for states' rights
in the face of a terrorist threat? These are
just some of the questions facing the United
States Supreme Court when it begins its
October Terni this year.
The Supreme Court Preyiew attempted to
shed some light on how the Court might
rule. Constitutional scholars, lawyers,journalists, and other experts on the Court
gathered together on September 20th and
21 st to address an audience of over 100
people at the Co llege of Wi lliam & Mary
School of Law. The Institute of Bill of
Rights Law ("IBRL") sponsored the annualevent.
Friday evening began with a moot court
argument on Loc"-.l'er l'. Andrade, regarding. the severity of the California Three
Strikes Law. Andrade was sentenced to 50
years in prison for stealing $150.00 worth
of video tapes. The thefts he was charged
with were usually misdemeanors; however, the California law allowed for the
thefts to be charged as fe lonies because he
bad previous non-violent offenses. The
9th Circuit fo und that this was a violation

THE

ofthe cruel and unusual punishmentclause
ofthe 8th amendment. Erwin Chemerinsky,
the Sydney M. Irmas Professor of Public
Interest Law, Legal Ethics, and Political
Science at the University of South em Californ ia, represented Andrade, as he will be
doing before the Supreme Court when the
case is heard this term. Beth Brinkman,
counsel to the law firm of Morrison &
Foerster, LLP and fonner assistant to the
Solicitor General, represented the state of
California. Both sides made excellent arguments. but the moot court sided with the
state in this case. The court indicated it
was not willing to second guess the legislature ofC ali fornia on the issue of punishing repeat offenders.
The next panel Friday evening discussed
the role of oral advocacy before the Supreme Court. Many of the panelists argue
relatiyely regularly before the Court. They
explained that oral argument rarely won a
case, as the Justices often had considered
the issue prior to the examination, but that
poor oral argument could lose a case. The,
panelists discussed the difficulty in balancing the desi re to support a specific
constitutional principle with the need to
\\·in just enough ground on that principle
for your client. The panelists also shared
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their personal experiences with the eccentricities of certain Justices.
The final panel of the night discussed the
issues being raised in the courts by the war
on terrorism. Charles Lane of the Washington Post argued that the courts \vere
getting involved in the process sooner
than ever before and were less deferential
to the executive branch than in the past
because of the cultural change in the U.S.
in the post-Watergate era. Whether the
Supreme Court will fo llow the lower courts
in this direction will be something to keep
an eye on in the coming term.
The Saturday panels got into the meat of
the cases coming before the Court this fall.
The discussions covered the First Amendment, Federalism, Business Law, Civil
Rights, Criminal Law·, and other issues that
might fa e the Court later in the term.
Neal Deyins, Goodrich Professor or Law
and Government and William & Mary and
Acting Director of the IBRL, \vas very
pleased with the way the Preview turned
out. "Six of the panel ists have recently
argued (or will soon argue) cases before
the Supreme Court. TJlat was a unique
feature of this year's Preview," Devins
explained. C-SP AN and National Public
Radio also plan to broadcast segments of
the program.
The assistance of students from the InstituteofBill ofRights Law: Student Division
made sure all the events went smoothly.
They worked registration tables, guided
people around the school, and helped
serve guests at a reception for the panelists. The IBRL honored these students at
a meeting held on Thursday, October 3.
Registered Preview attendants received a
Supreme Court Preyiew notebook which
highlighted all the major cases for the
coming term. The notebook included edited versions of the cases and analysis
from commentators andjournalists . Editors Todd Muldrew and Harry Tashjian IV
and editioral assistants Eric Cook, Mary

T he Institute of Bill of Rights Law is a
teaching, research, and public education
unit of the College of William and Mary,
Marshall- Wythe School of Law, and is
located in the School of Law building on
the William and Mary campus. Its mission
is to contribute to the ongoing national
dialogue about issues relating to the United
States Constitution and our Bill of Rights.

Spain
By Brooke Heilborn
William and Mary's fiye-weekprogramin
Madrid, Spain , is one of the most popular
study abroad programs offered by an
American law school in Europe. E ery year
many students from a wide range ofAmerican and Spanish law schools participate in
the program. Courses are taught in English
by Spanish and American law professors,
man of whom are noted l~aders in their
practice areas. Dean Kaplan managed this
. year's program, and Professor Dwyer
taught Comparatiye Famil>· Law. Other
courses offered included The Legal .5ys. tem of the European Union, European
Union Law and Politics, Human Rights in
Europe, Spanish Constitutional Law and
Policy, International Business Transactions, Co~pa rati ve Corporations, Legal
Aspects ofInternational Business Transactions, European Cyberspace Law, and
International Environmental Law. Students
may also choose to extern in a Spanish law
f
r
m
This year, twenty-nine William and Mary
students attended the program, along w ith
twelve Spanish law students and eightythree other American law students from
forty-five different law schools. Students
who go to Spain inYariably cite the program as one of the best experiences in law
school. The trip provides exposure to not
only a different legal system but a different
culture as well. As one DePaul law student
summarized the trip, "Surpmer in Madrid .
.. I studied, I traveled, I made friends, I
celebrated life. Not necessarily in that order."
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over her as she tried to imagine who would
have been sitting at which tables, which of
' her friends would have been killed or
maimed, and who would be left alive.
The second attack was at the Frank Sinatra
cafe next to Hebrew University, a students ' coffee bar. An Arabic worker set
down a satchel bomb and left the cafe.
Dafna said she only knew one ofthe eleven
people, includjng five Americans" who
were killed that day. Dan Einav interrupted
to say that, ironically, the bomber was one
ofthe people who came to the cafe the next
day to help rebuild. Dan, Dafna, and Oren
said they had seen photographs of the
bomber painting the walls; his culpability
was not discovered for a week after the
attack. Dafna said that after these two
attacks, at her job and near her school, the
only way the violence could get any closer
would be ifher home were attacked. The
Moment has been rebuilt and she still
Dan Einav, Dafna Kiro, and Or~n Keston
waitresses there.
Dan Einav, also a native born Israeli, curof the visit. Sada Andrews, an officer of rently lives in Raanana in the Sharon rethe International Law Society, greeted the gion with his parents. He is in his second
students and their escorts upon their ar- year of master's work in the field of Go vrival and Marya Shahriary, an officer ofthe ernment and Diplomacy. After four years
Multicultural Law Society, provided pub- with an elite IDFparatrooperunitsimilarto
the Green Berets, he left active service and
licity.
is now a reserve officer. He spoke ofbeing
The day before visiting William & Mary, called from class in July on the cell phone
Dafna, Dan and Oren visited Virginia Tech. he must carry at all times. Within eight
Dafna said about fifty pro-Palestinian stu- hours, he had gone to see his mother.
dents heckled them and accused them of "I have to go . .. again," he told her.
mistreating Arabs in Israel. She said she He went next to say goodbye to his girlwas surprised that they had nothing at all friend. She made him sandwiches to take,
to say about the terrorist attacks against crying. Then he was gone, to report to his
Israelis. Although tourism over all is dra- comn1ander, receive his orders, and pick ',
matically down, Dafna said many of those up his soldiers. The mission was to locate
who do visit Israel "make the tour", the a suicide bomber in Gaza who was going to
vernacular euphemism for visiting the sights explode himself on a bus or in a shop. Dan
said his unit did not catch the man, but
of bombings and sniper attacks.
another unit in the area did, and they saved
By Seth Rundle
Dafna Kiro, a third year law student at the man's life. The most important part of
our message, he said, "is that we live our
Dafna Kiro, Dan Einav, and Oren Keston Hebrew UDiversity in Jerusalem, was born
lives in spite of terror. "
spoke about daily life in Israel at an early in Israel. She served as an education
Keston said he is the son ofa Polish
Oren
breakfast Thursday October 3. Thetwenty- officer in the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)
father
who immigrated to New Zealand
five year old students were here visiting for two years. Military service is compulafter
the
war and a Philippine mother. Oren
along with a group of thirty-nine other sory for all Israelis, although religiously
was
born
in the Philippines and immigrated
young Israelis. Their trip was sponsored observant women (barred from military
to
Israel
in 1995 in search of his Jewish
by Israel@Heart,anorganizationfounded service under orthodox religious law)
identity.
After making Aliyah (becoming
by New York businessman Joey Low. Low serve in hospitals and other non-military
in 1998 , he spent his compulsory
a
citizen)
started the program because he wanted venues. After finishing law school, she
IDFtime
in
a combat infantry army unit. He
Americans, especially college students, to plans to move to Tel Aviv and decide
was
in
Lebanon
before and during Israel's
meet Israelis so they could base their judg- whether to take the bar and go into pracwithdrawal in May 2000. ow,heisapplyments about what Israeli peoples are like tice. She spoke of two terrorist attacks in
ing to work for El AI, Israel's national
on something other than what he per- the current intifadah that stripped her of
airline,
and is working on his master' s in
ceives as an overwhelmingly negative the illusion of safety which she had enGeographic
Information Systems at Bar
portrayal in the world press. In their nar- joyed for the first twenty-five years of her
IianUniversity in Tel Aviv.
ratives to the small audience assembled at life.
Originally a law student named Yekaba
the law school, the very American looking
Kassa was scheduled to visit William &
students shared stories from their lives The frrstwas on Saturday, March 9 of this
Mary, but she was assigned to a different
and reminded the audience that although year when a Palestinian detonated a bomb trip at the last minute. Yekaba was born in
the media does not to'convey the message, strapped to his body at The Moment Cafe, Gondar, Ethiopia, and moved to Israel in
Israel is the only free and democratic soci- where she worked as a waitress. Eight of 1984 at age seven. She journeyed three
the eleven people killed were herco-workety in the Middle East.
weeks in the Sudanese desert with her
ers or regular patrons she knew well. She
family and spent one year in a Sudanese
William & Mary was one ofseveral schools was at home at the time, having worked the refugee camp before being airlifted to Isthat this particular group visited in Vir- day before, and was scheduled to work the rael. After completing her military service,
ginia, Maryland, and Washington, D.C next day. At 10: 10 (she remembers looking_ she volunteered for two years at the Israel
during the two week long goodwill t?ur. at a clock) she heard the bomb explode. Association for Ethiopian Jews.
Other groups of three to four students Turning on the television set, she wit- The three students had widely divergent
visited schools in ten other states. Lauren nessed the immediate aftermath. She said hopes about when lasting peace will come
Fassler, President of the Jewish Law Stu- she was even no unable to relate the feel- to Israel and its Arab neighbors. To the
dents Association, was the lead facilitator ings of uncertainty and fear that rushed
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Brings
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question do you foresee peace in ten
years?, Dan answered, "Ten years! I cannot wait ten years. I hope for change
tomorrow." He viewed the assassination
ofPrime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995 as
devastating to the peace process because
Rabin had a good IJlpport with Arab leaders such as King Hussein. He also said he
would like to see the government spend
more money on aid to Arab-Israelis to limit
, inequality so that they will not join with the
Palestinians.
Dafna said that Dan is more optimistic than
she can force herselfto be. She voted for
Ehud Barak twice and aligned herselfwith
the leftist doves ofIsraeli politics, but now
does not have any hope for peace, at least
until Vasser Arafat is replaced. Dan added
that Barak offered Arafat a state in July of
2000, to be comprised ofthe Gaza Strip and
97% of the West Bank, but was rebuffed.
Dan characterized the offer as the most
generous possible. Oren seemed to have
the least optimistic estimate for peace.
"Peace .. . maybe not in ten years. The
young people wili have to be educated, or
rather reeducated," he said.
Oren then gave examples of things taught
to young Palestinians and other Arab children. The flag ofIsrael shows the Star of
David between two blue horizontal lines
on a white field . The blue lines symbolize
tassels on the Jewish prayer shawl. However, Oren said, Palestinian children are
taught that one line represents the Nile
River, the other the Jordan River and that
the Star of David, between the ile and the
Jordan, signifies that Israel claims all land
between the nvo rivers for herself. Another lesson Palestinian children learn is
that matzo, the Passover bread, is prepared with the blood of ritually tortured
and murdered gentile children.
Oren Dan, and Dafna spoke ofthe misery
of Palestinians.
"The suicide bombers, they are poor
people. Hamas and the others take advantage of them they bribe them with promises of what they \ ill do for their families
if they sacrifice themselves," Dan said.
Dafna believes that the reason none of the
twenty-two Arab countries surrounding
Israel, except Jordan, has accepted Palestinian refugees is that they want the Palestinians where they are to keep pressure
and agitation high.

"But there are no Jewish refugees,"
she said, "because Israel accepts
them all."
After the breakfast and an interview
with theAmicus Lauren Fassler
took the students, their host from
the Israeli embassy and Geoffrey
Brown, the W&M Hillel coordinator to colonial Williamsburg for a
quick walking tour.
"We walked from the Wren
Building down Duke ofGloucester
Street, and it struck me that all of
these buildings.seem really old to
us, but to an Israeli, they aren't old
at all," said Lauren.
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Law Law Palooza
behind the infamous case through the
musical misadventures of the hapless Mr.
Post and his unwitting rival in love and
litigation , Mr. Pierson.
The fun continued with satiric songstress
Alana Malick's musical commentary.
Malick injected r~worked lyrics reflective
of her I L experience into pop music standards including a special dedication to a
fellow student to the tune of ' You Say It
Best When You Say othing At AI!. "
Brian Lewis concluded the first half of the
show with an encore presentation of a
humorous ditty about "evidence" called
"The Scotsman."

By Marie Siesseger
For 'one night only, the more musicallyinclined members of the Law School abandoned classrooms and casebooks to tread
the floorboards and bask in the footlights
at Law Law Palooza. Sponsored by Phi
Delta Phi, the Public Service Fund, and the
Student Bar Association, the second annual Law School variety show, held on
Saturday, October 5, featured a talented
cast with a common mission: To find the
lighter side of law schoo!.

The show began on a high note with Brian
and Mary Lewis's rendition oftheiroriginal work, appropriately entitled "Bar Exam."
With their clever lyrics and catchy melody,
the husband and wife duo set a high standard forthe performers waiting in the wings,
but the intrepid company was not to be
deterred from their thespian aspirations.
Following the Lewises was an operatic
interpretation of the classic Property case,
Piersoll v. Post. Featuring a smattering of
symphonic styles, Piersoll v. Post: The
Musical purported to tell the true story

After introductory remarks by Dean Taylor Reveley, Law Law Palooza laid out a
eritable smorgasbord ofsilliness in which
nothing was sacred-performers poked
fun at classes, professors, fellow students,
the bar exam, thefrigidityofRoom ll9,and
even the statues of John Marshall and
George Wythe. Between acts Registrar
Lizbeth Jackson provided conunentary and
periodic "budget crisis" updates to explain the clever cost-saving initiatives
devised by the administration to cope with
impending budget cuts.

1/2 PRICE
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220-0808

Five faculty members opened the second
half of the talent show with a witty variation on Petula Clark's "Downtown," renamed "DOG Street," which was replete
with hand (and tail) motions and an audience participation sing-along segment.
Following the tail-wagging antics of the
administrators and professors came none
other than the misanthropic M& W aka

"Marshall Wythers," and crew (aptly portrayed by Amber Weavers, Ashley
Hornsby and Kelly Farnan), who proceeded
to parody rapper Eminem' s "Without Me"
and direct a few spirited gibes at the Law
School.
Alumna Elizabeth Santoro returned for a
reprise of her performance at last year's
talent show. Clad irr a 'copyrighted"
sweater that served as a friendly.reminder
that the song was her personal property,
Santoro crooned her original piece about
the law school experience entitled "I Hope
We II All Be ormal Again Someday.'
After prefacing their performance with the
humble remark that their appearance was
"more to amuse than to amaze," Sad a
Andrews and Scott Kennedy deftly executed songs by Jack Johnson and OAR.
Dr. Worm (Heidi Simon) and Bozepheus's
(Nathan Doan) juggling and fire-eating
spectacular, "Playing with Fire," concluded
the evening with flare.
early two hours after it had commenced,
Law Law Palooza had accomplished its
dual goals of bringing laughter and lively
entertainment to the law school community and raising funds for the sponsoring
organizations.
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Angel@Law
What? Do think it's a bit unprofessional? Would it reflect badly on our
career center? Yeah, but it might catch on
Well, I have been thinking ofwallpaand become a national standard.
pering my room with rejection letters, but
1 can tell 1have been here too long, 1am
first I thought I might highlight my favorite
getting confused. Lord, will you please .
partsjustto make it more colorful. IfI invite
remind me, does GPA stand for grade point
some other students over as well, we might
average or great personal achievement? 1
be able to cover the entire apartment. I
am not my grades, right? People' s friends
have translated an example of one for you,
and family don ' t stop calling or caringjust
to let you know why perhaps, law students
because your GPA is not up to snuff, do
do crazy
they? 1haven't heard anyone say, "He has
things.
suchahigh GP A , I really like him." Clients
don't say "Hey, before 1hire you, what was
yourGPA?" Have you ever heard a eulogy
that included a GP A? 1have never seen a
Dear Law Student,
tombstone that says "Here lies 1. Random
(Random person we interviewed)
lawyer, he had a 3.75." 1 know you don 't
It was a pleasure to have met you during the William and Mary School oflaw on-campus evaluate someone ' s grades when you are
interviews. (I remember vaguely being at your school, but who the hell are you again?) deciding to let them into heaven (at least 1
Although your credentials are indeed impressive (the number after your name was not hope you don ' t). 1 don't get up in the
big enough) and your background interesting (Why on earth did you work there? What...... morning and think to myself, hmmm am 1a
the hell were you thinking? Or You shouldn 't have bothered wasting all that space on 4.0 today? Even if! did, it would vary so
yourresume mentioning those fluffjobs, we can see right through that stuff you know.), much from momentto moment that even at
1will be unable to invite you back to the Firm for further interviews ( Don ' t call. Don ' t the end of the day I would have trouble
write). This is always a difficult decision to make (we actually usually do it on our lunch telling you in felt like a 2.1 or a 3.5 . Would
break the day before we even meet you- but since we have to pretend to be interviewing somebody really think "That' s your GP A,
more people and we have to make sure our first pick can carry on a conversation, we oh you're that kind ofperson, Ijustrememinterviewed you too), but 1am confident with your educational background (William and bered 1 have an appointment." Or the
Mary is a good school, you ' ll get ajob somewhere eventually, everybody does), you opposite "That' s your GPA? Wow, urn
will be successful in your career endeavors. (You'll be a mediocre lawyer, which we quite when can we get together, anytime that' s
frankly don' t need.)
good for you is good for me." You don' t
bear couples say "Have you met m y wife
yet, she has a really high GPA." I mean, J.
Thank you for your interest in our Firm. (But really you shouldn 't have wasted the
understand for some people their GP A
paper.)
is a great personal achievement, and that ' s
all good but 1 am beginning to lose focus.
Sincerely,
There are hundreds of elements that con77zeFirm
tribute to making a person who they are
and GP A is pretty low on the list, don 't you
think? It just feels like law school has
twisted the saying "You are what you eat"
It's not getting rejection letters that
. into "You are your grades." So remind me,
irks me, it's getting them from places I
am I here to work on my grade point averdidn't even want to work for in the first
age or great personal achievement?
place. So, what do you think of this idea:
Shouldn't 1just try to be the best that I can
I am going to send them rejection letters
be in every aspect? Isn't the point to be a
first. Here is my rough draft, tell me what
great lawyer? Or how about just a great
you think.
person? (I know it sounds a bit cheesy.)
I can't think of a single person in
history who was remembered for their
Dear Random Firm,
grades. Oh, wait except maybe Einstien,
because didn' t he flunk out of math? But
Thank y'0u for your interest in me. It was a bit torturous meeting you, and some
that' s why it's remembered, because to go
of the questions you asked were downright brutal but it's like writing parking tickets, from flunking out of math to changing
nobody likes to do it but somebody has to. Your credentials are very impressive and the. face of science is a great personal
your background very diverse, but the task of deciding how your firm is unique and . achievement.
interesting was very difficult, if notdarnn near impossible. As you can imagine, deciding
• See what I mean though? It's beginon a single firm to work at out of a number of qualified candidates is very challenging. ning to addle my brain. Don't you think
r regret to advise you 1will not be pursuing further employment discussions with you. enough is enough? Can' t I leave yet? I
r am positive with your firm's background you will be successful in your search fornew think you better get me out of here before
employees.
I end up doing something drastic like tatGood luck in your endeavors.
tooing my GP A on my arm to end the
susp~nse and secrecy. I know, bad idea.
Very truly yours,
But lord, I just want to go back to heaven
"{here every day is a 4.0 and so is everyAL
body.
Dear God,

Your Groveling Piteous Angel,

AL
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Jayne W. Barnard is Cutler
Professor of Law at MarshallWythe. She has been interested in
the misconduct ofcorporate executives since her early days as an
associate at a Chicago law firm. In
1988 she published the defmitive
paper on insider loans, Corporate
Loalls to Directors and Officer.s E ....el)" Business Now a Bank?, in
the Wisconsin Law Review. Her
observations and recommendations then are sti ll valid today.

INSIDER
LOANS
.A IN'T SO
BAD
On Thursday, October 3, 2002, Professor Barnard repeated the remonstrations
and recommendations to Corporate
America that she made 14 years ago. Lo~s
made by corporations to executive officers
and directors are not inherently bad, they
are simply grossly mismanaged and the
program needs to be tidied up. "The
Languid Rise and Precipitous Fall of Corporate Insider Loans" is Professor
Barnard' s update to her earlier work.
Over the past year, there have been
revelations of incredibly bad fmancial dealings by major corporations, names like
W orldCom, Tyco, Adelphia, Micrsoft and
you-name-it.com. One of the outrageous
things corporations have done is the practice of making loans to corporate insiders,
mainly executives and directors. Loans
have, in the past, been made routinely for
almost any or no reason and have frequently been forgiven, making them essentii:T11y additional compensation to those
individuals.
Professor Barnard started with a brief
history of corporate loans. Fifty years ago
all states prohibited such actions. In the
1950's they began to be allowed only with
the specific approval of company shareholders. In 1963 Delaware, the premier
corporate law state, allowed them without
approval if there was some demonstrable
"corporate benefit." By 1969, The Model
Business Corporation Act included the
same provision. Today. 19 states have no
regulations over corporate loans, 29 require only an undefined "benefit", and
only 2 prohibit them. At the timeofher 1988
paper, insider loans were relatively infrequent and usually for only a few tens of
thousands of dollars., but were even then

Professor Barnard recommended that
the public and the politicians rethink the
drastic action that has been taken, calling
for the reinstatement of corporate loans
subject
to the same caveats she suggested
handled very poorly. Barnard's recomin
1988.
If the process of corporate loans
mendations to corporations and/or reguto
executives
is made subject to nomlal
latory agencies were conservation but
meaningful. Establish a corporate policy business standards, including a meaningon loans, make them only when really ful interpretation of "benefit to the coIJ)onecessary, demand security from the re- ration," within a policy of openness, we
cipient, charge interest, disclose every- won't have this problem aga in, barring
thing about the loans in the routine criminal activity that can t be stopped
business meeting minutes, and essentially anyway.
In closing, Professor Barnard gave what
make themjust another piece ofiegitimate
business by the corporation. A policy of she sees as the three lessons to be learned
full openness would then prevent even the from this fiasco: 1) Don 't count 011 Congress to get it right, 2) never underestimate
appearance of impropriety.
timing
when itcomes to legal actions, be it
obody listened and in the 1990's the
passing
laws or in the daily work of a
use of corporate loans to insiders went to
rawyer, and 3) watch out for the uninhell.
Some of the scandalous headline win- tended consequences of your well-intenners are: WorldCom, $440 million to its tioned actions.
CEO; CONSECO, $545 million to seven
executives; Microsoft, $15 million to its
CEO; TYCO, $207 million to assorted perThe St. George Tucker Lecture
sonnel; andTIIEBIG ONE, Adelphia Communications, over $3 billion to one family
The St. George Tucker Lecture
of owners.
Series was established in 1996 to
In spite of such horrendous amounts
recognize the scholarly achieveof money going to individuals for personal
ments of a senior member of the
use, Professor Barnard is of the opinion
William
& Mary Law School facu lty
that these situations are the result of outeach
year.
The series has been made
and-out thievery and that the public and
possible
through
the generosity of
political reaction was unnecessarily draLaw
School
alumni.
conian. Of the estimated 5000 companies
that made insider loans over the past decade, 3000 of them are banks in the first
place, thereby simply conducting proper
business as usual, and the vast majority of
loans are paid back in full. The political
climate of ongoing revelations of corporate wrongdoing created an atmosphere
that resulted in action by the U.S. Senate
in an incredibly short eight days, the antiloan provision of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
in July 2002. (Who says Congress can't
get things done?)
The practice of insider personal loans
has now STOPPED! Unfortunately, as
Professor Barnard pointed out, so have a
lotofiegitimate, useful practices. Corporations can now also no longer make relocation loans retention loans, petty cash
advances, loans to facilitate stock ownership often required ofexecutives, or allow
the use of corporate credit cards. All such
practices have legitimate and legal purposes in serving the efficient operation of
our corporations.
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Staff Pick: Drinldng Establishment of the Month
....
By: Shannon Hadeed

The Wine Seller
(Right near Ukrops)
Most of you probably thought this
was just a store that sells wine, right?
Not so, every Friday and Saturday,
from four til seven there 's wine tasting to be done at the store's small bar.
And once a month they have beer
tastings as well. That ' s free wine and
beer tasting , but you can only get an
ounce per glass, and only one try of
each featured wine . If you find one
you like, all of the featured wines and
beers are on sale. In the back of the
store there is a ' great section of the
best wine for your money, all of the
wines are under ten dollars. The staff
is very friendly and the owner, Bill,
can always be counted on for ajovial
conversation . It ' s a great way to start
out your evening or figure out what
wines you would like for dinner on a
Friday or Saturday night or a microbrew of your choice. And they have

a pretty good selection of cheeses
and freshly baked bread if you would
like to get all the ingredients for a wine
and cheese party at once. Every month
has a different set of wines and beers
and usually with a theme of location,
and always on ·sale.
The best part however, is the wine
tasting workshops they have once a
month. They are a bit on the pricey
side, but when you considered how
much dinner and wine costs at most
restaurants it 's really reasonable. Not
to mention something different to do
with you r date in this waffle house
town. I went with my trusty back-up
boyfriend and even though we were
by far the youngest people there (not
to mention the only non- romantically
involved couple), the crowd was very
amicable. And the conversation varied from law school topics. It was
refreshing. Each dish of the ninecourse meal (small portions) was accompanied by a different wine. We
started with champagne and appetizers and then sat down to continue
with the other eight courses. The
food was amazing. And trust me, I am
a very picky critic.

The instructor, Wayne Week was
from one of the largest wine importing
companies in the country and gave us
tips on each wine that we tasted and
lots of random wine facts . For ex ample: for those of you who don ' t
know the story behind "raisi ng a toast"
it's actually rather revolting. I guess
in the good old English day of yo re ,
the wine and the beer wasn't filtered,
so they used ... you guessed it , a piece
of toast. Thus the expression raise a
toast was born (at least according to
Wayne). Also according to Wayne ,
drinking white wine is like kissing your
sister, and drinking red wine is like
kissing your lover. There were lots of
useful wine tips as well , which I of
course can't remember because it
might actually be of some use. (Sorry
folks, I can only remember the scandalous , sordid, and gory details- none
of the applicable stuff.) Oh, yes and
don't forget, wine is like falling in
love, you don't know what it's like till
you taste it.
Wine tasting also has some embarrassing aspects such as the aerating
in your mouth. Which as I learned is
not as easy to do as it looks. It looks
and sounds like a juicy air kiss. You

pucker up and suck in air to "aerate"
your mouthful of wine. Right, all I
managed to do was look li ke a fish and
I ended up aerating more by spitting it
out than keeping in my mouth. Then
the other form of aerating is even less
sexy, it ' called gargling. No, that I
refused to try. But much to the amusement of my companions I did try to
master the slobbery wine pucker.
Really, it's something you might want
to try at home first.
So to sum up, it's a great place to
start an evening of cavorting and
rabble rousing (Just kidding it's more
like a low-key: relaxed place to begin
sexier things than burbing with your
buddies .) I highly recommend starting your Friday or Saturday evening
by tasting some wine and cheese,
maybe make a few purchases and finish off the job of becoming overly
jovial in the privacy of your own home
(where you don't need to worry about
who is driving.) Or maybe continuing
on to older rowdier places such as
Chili ' s. Whatever you decide to do,
don't forget to raise an old fashioned
English style toast to Mary and William (or fling it at them, whatever suits
your mood best).

.......... and don't jorget, wine is like
falling in love, you don't know
what it s like till you taste it.
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Horoscopes
By Madame Wythe

Libra (September 23 - October 22)
You will be shocked and chagrined to find that there is no Diet Coke in the vending
machine upon your return to class after Fall Break. Do NOT resort to drinking from the
water fountains on the first floor of the New Wing (unless you like water that tastes like
dirt).

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
You wi II go 48 hours without brushing your teeth. It is unclear at this time exactly why
this will happen, but trust me, it will.

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)
You will encounter an exhausted looking Virgo in the Lobby at 3AM on a Monday
morning. Do not approach. Do not ask heI'what she is doing there. Instead, ask yourself,
" What am I doing here?"

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)
You are in danger of suffering a nervous breakdown similar to the one experienced by
Michael Douglas in Falling Down. Avoid fast food restaurants between the hours of
10:00 and 11 :30AMATALLCOSTS!

Aquarius (january 20 - February 18)
You will try your luck with a pick-up line, but you just suck. You will wake up in the
morning, go downstairs and your car's not there and you will know thejoke' s on you.
Oops, Madame must remember to turn offber radio wbile attempting to tell the future .

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)
The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning; but the heart of the fools is in the house
of mirth. Ok, so 1 "borrowed" that one too, but it sounds appropriately gloomy, right?

Ares (March 21-AprilI9)
The next time you make eye contact with someone over a bathroom stall in the old wing,
you will be happy to encounter your long lost best friend from elementary school, who
happens to be visiting Marshall Wythe. Hey, it could happen!

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Y ~u WILL submit a story to theAmicus (amicur@wm.edu) ... and while you 're at it, you
will explain the meaning of our email password to the staff.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
You will fall asleep while reading for class. The next morning, you will find those
annoying hi-lighter stains on your comforter.
.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
You will be called on in class on Tuesday. You will not know the right answer. Your
neighbor will not know either, so don' t even bother looking at her.

Leo (July 23 -August 22)
You will encounter no fewer than three tourists looking for directions to the Wren
building. They will alSo want to know all about the statue in front of the law school.
Indulge their curiosity at your own risk.

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)
You will petition the College to change the law school name to Marshall-Wythe- Stewart
school of law in honor of famous William and Mary alum Jon Stewart, but will not
succeed. On the bright side, the bookstore is seriously considering your Ulea to add
a banner with his portrait to their collection ofW&M greats.

Will a
Change
Really "Do
You Good"?

days of yesteryear (when a person who
used the tenn "1M" was deemed to be a
grammatical moron), the individual is probably ready to discard his or her backpack for
the attache case. In doing . so, the
individual's freedom of movement would
become much less encumbered than it was
when carrying the backpack, enabling him
or her to skip like no one has skipped before
(or as Prince likes to say, "I am going to skip
like its 1987 ... so I can go back to the days
when I actually had a career). Yet, although
one' s desire to invoke his or her legal right
to skip (a right that the legislature has
By: Tim Castor
sought to oppress since the heyday of "Pee
Wee Hennan' s Playhouse") is a requireWhen 1 was fifteen years old and seri- ment for determining whether one should
ously contemplating removing the training make the switch from backpack to attache
wheels from my one-speed Huffy bicycle, case, this desire alone is not sufficient to
my mom cautioned me that making such a justify the switch.
change prematurely would cause more danThe second question that must be angerthan a Heinzexecutive's trip to Parnplona. swered in order to conclusively determine
Despite her warning, I followed the advice of whether one should make the fateful switch
my trusty magic eight ball and told those is whether one is capable of wearing busitraining wheels to take a hike (unfortunately ness attire every day he or she carries the
those insolent little devils did not listen and, attache case. One ofthe great aspects ofthe
to this day, are still keeping itreaI somewhere backpack, aside from the fact that it" is a
in my garage) .. As norrnally is the case when second cousin to the fanny pack (on the
heeding the advice of a piece of cheap mother's side I believe), is that it compleplastic filled with some strange fluid, the ments any type ofattire. On the other hand,
consequences were not very good. Rather the attache case only compliments busithan being able to zoom around the cul-de- ness attire and gorilla suits you will find at
sac at a blistering eleven miles per hour~ I your local custom shop (although one might
ended up having an unpleasant encounter argue that these two types of dress are one
with Mrs. Johnson' s petunias. After this and the same). Since wearing a gorilla suit
horrible experience (which left me smelling to chiss would likely cause some problems
like Miracle-Gro for the following four (e.g., all the other students would be forced
months), I realized that making a significant to brine: an apple and a banana to class
cbange in one' s life was a process that everyday), the only viable option for the
required a bit more thought than one 's attache-toting law student is business atdecision to opt for two-ply toilet paper over tire. ·Thus, if an individual concludes that
one-ply.
he or she is willing to bear the horrendous
Alongwith the monumental switch from burden of donning this outfit every day he
the black tricycle to the pink mountain bike or she carries the attache case, the second
withmulti-colored tassels and squeaky hom, requirement needed to make the switch is
there are many other irnportant changes that met
can be made during one's life. One such
As soon as an individual meets both of
change involves ditching one' s reliable the aforementioned requirements, he or she
backpack for the ever-stylish attache case. is warranted to kick the backpack to the curb
What makes this change relevant to us is (orlet it down easy: "It's not you, Jansport,
that it often seems to occur during one's time it's me") and purchase a top of the line
in law school. In fact, it appears as if even attache case that is stylish, water resistant
some ofthe law school rookies have already to 368,000 feet, and invisible to the naked
made the switch (1 for one would much rather eye (as long as you are not looking at it).
have the label of"rook" instead of" 1L," for Such a switch ultimately enables one to
the latter makes me sound like some weird t- assume the oh-so-desired role of "fancyshitsize). Whilelamsurethatmanyofthese pants law student who likes to skip and go
attache case converts have made the switch deep sea diving with water resistant attache
at the appropriate time, I am afraid that there cases." Although this is certainly a role that
are some individuals who have cut ties with every self-respecting person wishes to
their backpacks far too early. Although the assume (especially those extreme right wing
ramifications of such a hasty decision may politicians who continually curse the existnot seem detrimental, most law students ence of "Dress-down Fridays"), it is not a
who make the switch too soon eventually role that can be assumed prematurely. As
find themselves spending all of their time unthinkable as it may seem, there arepeople
watching reruns ofMIV's "Dismissed" (if out there who currently do not reap enjoyyou know someone who falls into this cat- ment out of skipping merrily through a
egory, please, call our hotline immediately dewy meadow or deep sea diving for long
so that person can get the medical attention lost treasure (e.g., an antique chest filled
he or she desperately needs).
with 1OOyear-old seaweed). Ifyou are one
In order to avoid these frightening conse- of these people, I caution you to delay
quences, one must be certain that he or she trading in your backpack for that enticing
is truly ready to make the switch from back- attache case until your views change to
pack to attache case. When making this meet the two requirements. While buying
assessment, two specific questions must be an attache case may seem like a sound
answered. First, one must askhirn or herself decision in the moment, you will come to
whether he or she wishes to relive the days
regret it when a half-hearted attempt at
when one could carry a My Little Pony lunch
skipping lands you in Mrs. Johnson's
box and skip merrily to and from school. If petunias.
.
one does in fact wish to relive these magical
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Editorial: Faith Based Initiatives:
Pennies FroDl
.
Heaven?
.

By: M.R. Thompson

heart and turn it from death to life." Can I
get an Amen?
Oh, wait.. isn ' t the program supposed
to be "results oriented" and "value the
bedrock principles of pluralism, nondiscrimination, evenhandedness, and neutrality"? (According to the Executive order
which set this holy rolling ball in motion.)
The results to which this program . are
oriented may not be those expressed.
There are those who would say that
there are limitations on how an organization can use the money. And they would
be correct, if only on paper. There is a
prohibition against using the funds on
religious practices, such as religious instruction, worship, or prayer. Using money
for prayer. .. how exactly does that work?
Conceivably a soup kitchen which receives
federal funding could have an "optional"
prayer before the meal and still not risk
losing funds . Gosh, I wonder i fthey' 11 use
the same prayer used in public schools
before lunch. Oh waiL. never mind. My
point here is that there are any number of
ways an organization, whose primary purpose springs from religious motivation,
can advance the mission of recruitment
without technically violating the law. If a
Wiccan soup kitchen held ritual cleansing before a meal, Bush would yank funding quicker than a rattlesnake could bite a
nake handler.

Last Thursday, the Bush administration announced the recipients of the Compassion Capital Fund grants. The CCF
grants are the result of the faith based
initiatives that George W . Bush has been
touting since the first days of his election
campaign. So what ' s the stink? Pat
Robertson got £500,000 from the federal
government.
Despite the objections of groups like
the American Civil Liberties Union, Americans for Separation of Church and State,
and Equal Partners in Faith, a total of$25
million has been given to 21 " intermediary" community and faith based organizatiOllS. The term "intermediary" refers to the
role of these groups in directing these
funds to subordinate or affiliated organizations at the local level.
Of the money disbursed, 6.1 % is allocated for a Jewish charity, 6.8% is allocated
for Roman Catholic charities, and a whopping 36.3% has been directed toward Protestant Christian organizations - that's a
total of 49.1 % which has been earmarked
for organizations with Judeo-Christian religi.ous affiliations . There are no otherreligions represented. The other 50.9% of the
money win go to organizations wi.th no
apparent religious affiliation .
Why Catholics should care: 32 percent
of all Christian Americans are Roman
Can my boyfriend sleep here too?
Catholic, while Catholic charities only get There are so many aspects of Christian
15 .8 percent of the money set aside for belief which do not require funding to
Christian Charities. Practicing jews com- perpetrate. An example - the belief that
prise only 1.3% of the population of the homosexuality is morally wrong. 1'd quote
United States yet jewish charities account you the Bible verse, butI'm sure you know
for almost five times that percentage of the them aiL Do you honestly believe that a
money given - 6. 1% .
gay homeless couple can fmd a safe place
FuUy22.2% of the U.S . population does to sleep at night in a world where the
not identify as a member of any Judeo- Federal Govemmentgives money to people
Christian denomination. This includes who openly hate them? Government proAtheists, Agnostics, Pagans, Heathens, grams have their place. Religious charities
Wiccans , Rastafarians , New Agers , have their place. To marry a government
Voudun, Santerians, Satanists, .... oh yeah
program and a religious charity is an Ilbomiand Muslims. I might understand (not nation.
approve) why Bush wouldn ' t want to send
Back to Pat Robertson. You didn't think
federal dollars to the Open Hearth F ounda- I would drop that did you? This is the same
tion, which is Pagan affiliated. As a prag- Pat Robertson who founded the Christian
matist he may worry about re-election by Coalition, CBNNews, theAmeri~ Cena Christian majority which is predominantly ter for Law and Justice, and Regent Univerintolerant of earth based religions. But sity. This is also the same Pat Robertson
followers ofIslam ... fellow "people of the who said on national television that he
book?" Could it be that the administration thought the September 11 th attack was a
does not want any federal money going to result of among other things, the secularization of America. Is it possible that this
certain religiously affiliated charities?
One person you might look to for per- man could do anything without allowing
spective is Tommy Thompson, Secretary his religious views to be the controlling
of Health and Human Services, out of force?
Five hundred thousand dollars - that's
whose coffers the money will come. In a
speech announcing the Compassion Capi- less than a penny per taxpayer. The entire
tal Fund on June 5 th , 2002, Thompson said Compassion Capital Fund amounts to 19
the following: " Many of you in this audi- cents per taxpayer. Think about that the
ence know firsthand the joy ofseeing a life next time you drop a couple of dimes on
transformed by the power o f the Gospel. " something. That's the beauty of the fedLater in the speech he said: " We prov ide eral government. You can't even get a cup
this funding mindful that no program can of coffee for that any more. But you ' ll get
change a life. Only faith can reach into a Salvation, whether you like it or not.

a

Compassion Capital Fund Grant
Recipients

Name

Amount

Institute for Youth Development

$2,500,000

Nueva Esperanza, Inc.

$2,466,406

United Way of Massachusetts Bay

$2,000,000

cm Educational Grant Services, Inc.

$1,506,987

Associated Black Charities, Inc.

$1,500,000

Emory University

$1,499,999

Community Technology Centers' Network

$1,499,770

University of Nebraskarrhe Board of Regents

$1,160,742

Christian Community Health Fellowship

$1,128,330

Clemson University

$1,033,341

JV A Consulting, LLC

$1,008,547

Mennonite Economic Development Associates

$1,000,000

Northside Ministerial Alliance

$1,000,000

Catholic Charities of Central New Mexico

$1,000,000

The National Center for Faith Based Initiative

$700,000

Volunteers of America, Inc.

$699,159

Southeast Asia Resource Action Center

$682,240

S.V.D.P. Management, Inc.

$673,041

Montana State University

$614,555

University of Hawaii

$600,000

Operation Blessing International

$500,000

~"

The vi~ws expressed in articles contained in the
Amicus should not be seen as representing the views of
the staff members, law school administration, or any
other person except the author. If you disagree with a
position taken in an article, please send an article
outlining your views on the topic to the Amicus.
Thank you.

..
. '.
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A FEATHERED
TUXEDO
By: Peter Flanigan
The overarching question that I
kept asking myselfwhe~ watching The
Four Feqthers was why~ Why does
Harry (Heath Ledger, The Patriot), on
the eve of shipping out to war decide
to quit the British army? Why does
Ethne (Kate Hudson, Almost Famous)
dump Harry for his cowardice, yet still
love him enough to dump his blind
best friend? Why does Harry cry in
every scene? Why does Hollywood
only offer slave roles to the underrated Djimon Hounsou (Amistad ,
Gladiator, Stargate)?
The sad thing is that these questions are never answered. This movie
fumbles a potentially great story by
making poor cinematic choices and
letting Ledger anywhere near an emotional story line. The Four Feathers is
about Harry , who is so cowardly that
he runs away from the army before
shipping out to the Sudan . His comrades disdain Harry so much that they
send him white feathers as signals of
cowardice. Ethne, who is engaged to
marry Harry gives him a feather and
breaks up with him .
Things go poorly for the British in
the Sudan with ever mounting casualties inflic~ed by a fanatical army. The
British find hope in the leadership
skills of Jack (Wes Bentley, American
Beauty), who is best friends with Harry
and secretly in love with Ethne. Jack
goes home to Britain to rally support
for the Sudanese cause and starts a
correspondence with Ethne.
• Harry is crying so much at home
about his failure to go to war that he
decides to go to Sudan to reclaim his
honor. He meets up with a traveling
caravan of whores g~ing to the British
troops (apparently the British needed
whores more than bullets). The whores
revolt but leave Harry alone in the
desert.

ing with the troops , Harry does the
only thing he can and spy and work
for the British, without their knowledge. The rest of the movie is spent
with Harry reclaiming his honor by
saving his former friends .who gave
him the feathers and getting back the
woman he loves.
To say this movie was laughable is
an understatement. Ledger must have
spent the entire movie around onions
because he treats every scene as if it
deeply affects his soul. This , coupled
with his continued lack of bravery and
intelligence make him one of the least
likable heroes in the modern era. He
doesn t even have any interesting
"evil" edge to him ~hat could make him
a "bad" good guy that has become
standard in current Hollywood films.
The writing makes Kate Hudson
out to be some callous harlot that is
only interested in the flavor of the
week. Her unexplained decision to
leave Jack, who is blind at that point,
is couched in love yet feels so shallow
that it leaves a bad taste in one's
mouth. It doesn ' t help that Hudson
does nothing but look good in a hat.
The director (Shekar Kapur, Elizabeth , Time Machine) also does his
best to screw up the movie. He lingers
excessively on stupid dialogue lines
between Harry and Ethne an.d intercuts too quickly in the fight sequences. This movie is not only a
costume drama but also a desert epic
(like Lawrence of Arabia, The English Patient and Treasure of the Sierra Madre). However, Kapur refuses
to open up the lens to explore the full
beauty and expanse of the desert. Ifpeople want a story, they could always read a book or listen to radio.
One of the reasons people go to films
is so they can see and be affected by
the images film portrays. Here, neither
the story nor the images deliver anything close to enjoyable.

Harry finds his way to the British
The overarching question in The
troops with the help of Abou Tuxedo is also why. Why does Jackie
(Hounsou). However, instead of fight- . Chan, an international superstar, plati-

num selling artist and the newly minted
$20 million dollar man in Hollywood
movies subject himself to such ridiculous writing and such horrible characters? Why would a water-bottling
magnet want to infect the world ' s
water supply to make them drink more?
Couldn ' t he just steal a nuclear warhead like any other self-respecting
villain?
Despite her beauty, why does Jennifer Love Bewitt continue to "star"
in horrible movies (anyone see Heartbreakers, Trojan War or The Suburbans)? If Chan ' s tuxedo has all of this
technological power, why can't he
use it more than imitating James Brown
or destroying everyone in his path?
Why hasn't Jackie Chan b.een paired
up with Bruce Campbell or Eric Roberts for yet another buddy picture?
What makes Jackie Chan someone
great to watch is that he does his own
breathtakingly amazing stunts . The
fight chorography is unparallel even
against some of the other standard
bearers of martial arts movies. Bruce
Lee had too many close-ups and quick
cuts in his fighting sequences. Chan
opens up the camera to give a full view
and appreciation of what he does (the
mall fighting sequence in Police Story
2 and the building jumping sequence
.in Rumble in the Bronx). Despite his
prodigious talent level , Jet Li relies
too much on wires to complete his
fight sequences, which adds an air of
unr~ality to a realistic situation (which
is fine when the environment is unrealistic like Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon but fails when you ask the
audience to believe what is going on
screen). Jackie's stunts are truly that
impressive because they happen in a
realistic environment with stunts that
could actually occur.

Legend of the Drunken Master, were
great not fo·r the writing, but the incredible fight sequences and the
Buster Keaton (a personal hero to
Chan) comedic mentality which could
carry the film through the rough spots
created by the plot.
This movie can't even live up to
lowered expectations. It generally involves a water magnate bent on world
domination. Hewitt plays a biologist
somehow recruited to work in the field
with the renowned Clark Devlin (played
delightfully by Jason Isaacs with a
combination of James Bond and the
Driver, from the BMW on-line series).
Clark's driver is Jackie who saves him
from an assassination attempt and
then fills in for him .
Jackie is only a driver but finds
that Clark ' s tuxedo is really a tactical
unit designed to give Jackie super
powers. The rest of the movie is boring and so are the action sequences.
There are some very nice allusions to
the James Bond series with the musical scoring and there a great BMW Z8
car that makes too few appearances . A
poor entry into a great pantheon that
leaves the viewer asking why.
TV Pick of the Week: Bull Durham is
making its appearance on AMC at
various times . Definitely one of the
best sports movies of all time . In addition , hitting the bull is my favorite .
example of mascot abuse.
DVD Pick of the Week: Brotherhood
of the Wolf Part costume drama, part
horror movie part kung fu extravaganza, this movie has something for
everyone with none of the hang-ups
of plot, character development or reasoning.

Kimball Theatre: Never Again, 10/ 11Yet, Jackie is getting older and 10114,7 and 9 pm; The Believer, 10115decides to rely on a pretty co-star 10117, 7 and 9 pm; The Dangerous
(whose only talent in this movie is to. Lives ofAltar Boys, 10/18-10/21; 7 and 9
see how many dress she can fit into in pm
an hour and a half) and, yes wires to
fight the impossible fight. Chan's classics, such as First Strike and The
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Loose-Fish.
By: Dennis Callahan
Collateral Damage in the War on Drugs,
1920's Style
Part of the fun of law school survey courses is that the casebooks are
chock full of old "chestnut" cases .
Take the "dying declarations" case
Prof. Moliterno's Evidence 101 class
recently covered. Sales v. State presents a nuanced look at a hearsay
exception that we'll never encounter
in practice, but which is procedurally
instructive. Sol s stands for the
proposition that for the dying declaration to be admitted, the judge must
determine that the declaration was
made in contemplation of death,
wheth~r the declarant dies or not.
Here the declarant told his father,
" Oh,'Daddy. Carl Soles shot me with
a 22 rile. I have got to die."
The case is \ 'orth reading just for
that corny line, which sounds like it
was lifted from a chmaltz gangster
movie. T hou gh it is the rare lawyer
who will ever be confronted w ith the
admissibility of a dying declarati?n.
Sales hold s a useful lesson for us all:
Drug Wars are deadly.
The story behind Sales is a very
sad. The facts that gave rise to this
famous case took place in the late
1920 ' s, during the original dru g war of
alcohol prohibition. The teenager who
had been shot was out sco uting for
bootleg whiskey with two buddies.
Apparently, the shooting took place
during an attempted illegal alcohol
bu y that went horribly wrong. I have
little doubt th at th e holier-than-thou
jerks who pressed for alcohol prohibition shook their heads at this teen 's
death. I can hear the self-righteous
iced tea guzzlers now: "Another alcohol-related death." Wrong! I accuse
the prohibitionists of killing the teenage boy .
The more things change , the more
they stay the same. It is not due to any
inherent quality of today ' s prohibi ted
drugs like cocaine, heroin , and marijuana that leads to deadly turf battles
for control of illicit narcotics markets-it is the prohibition itself that
creates the deadly mix. By increasing

the risk of selling recreational drugs
by prohibiting them , the omniscient
prohibitionists create black markets
and make large black market profits
possible . Crime pays, but bad thi~gs
happen when opportunistic' narcotics
entrepreneurs predictably try to extract their slice from the lucrative pie
baked b y the prohibitionists.
In Sales, a teenage boy dying in
his father ' s arms is the price that was
paid for this legendary case . Several
lives were irreparably rent, and for
what? Because a carload of teenagers
wanted to catch a buzz and couldn't
buy alcohol legally. What a shameful
and deadly state of affairs the prohibitionists created. Without prohibition (ei ther genera I or in the form of
"drinking age" laws), the teens purchase of alcohol would have been no
more dangerous than their purchasing baseball card, chewing tobacco ,
Snoop Doggy Dogg CDs, or whatever
products tickled their fancies.
Note also a point from Sales that
I've made in this column before: Prohibiting substances people have
wan ted since recorded hi tory (and
doubtless since before we evolved
into homo sapiens ... " Hey, Grok,
check out these mushrooms") not only
creates dangerous black markets , it
serves to concentrate the potency of
the drug. The taste buds of teen s
generally do not favor whi key. Teens
prefer spiked punch, beer, and sweet
wines. But because prohibited substances are generally sold in concentrated , dangerous forms in order to
more easily hide them from view, the
teens were buying what was likely a
very potent and dangerous moonshine
whiskey. Similarly, it is because of
drug prohibition that narcotics users
ingest the most concentrated forms of
th eir favored drugs . Narcotics users
shoot heroin rather than sip a pleas ant opium tea and smoke crack cocaine rather than chew slightly
stimulating coca leaves.
The teen in Sales was an early
casualty in the execution of our
country ' s puritanical drug war. ' Since
then, thousands more people have
been cut down in the prime of life,
ruining millions oflives . The drug war
now has ov.er 1,000,000 P.O.W.s locked
away in the American gulag. We shrug

at the collateral damage and count
each P.O.W. as a little victory (perhaps thinking that selfish pleasure
seekers get what they deserve). I
tbink it would be a good idea to consider for a moment tbe graves upon
which we trod as we go about learning
our legal rules.

Red Dragon
Grips, Has
Bite
By Lindsay Goodsell
Sweet bread, anyone ?
The opening scene in Red Dragon
rea cquaints us with the character of
Dr. Hannibal Lector. In the midst of an
orchestral concert we see a friendly
face in the audience, somewhat perturbed by a poorly performing flautist. We cringe as he grins at the
embarrassed man , an d can only assume the fate of the poor musician.
Unlike the horribl y explicit Hannibal,
R ed Dragon has a refined way with
su btlety, and we can't help but snicker
when the good Doctor serves his dinner g uest s an exquisite meal with a
grin. The doctor we know and love
redeems him self in this fi lm , and reminds us of his elegant and sophisticated power.
Edward Norton plays FBI investigator Will Graham, who seeks Lector ' s
help as a renowned Forensic Psycho 10..::
gist. In a gripping scene , Graham discovers by accident that Dr. Lector IS the
monster he has been trying to hunt
down. Hannibal gets locked away in the
dungeon faci I i ty we know from Silence,
and Graham retires to a hiding place in
Florida.
The rest of Red Dragon continues
with measured pacing, provoking dialogue, and several good performances .
The cinematography is adequately dark,
ifnot noteworthy. Although the movie
falls short of the ambience and style of
Silence of the Lambs, the effort is laudable. and at tbe very least makes for a
bett~r movie than the gory, brain less
Hannibal. While much of Dragon contains graphic violence that makes your
eyes drift towards the exit sign, it is used

II
to a much more tasteful effect than the
second entry in the trilogy.
The story of Red Dragon resumes
years after Hannibal ' s capture, when
Graham;s old boss Jack Crawford (Harvy
Keitel) persuades him to come out or
retirement and help track down a new
serial killer nicknamed the Tooth Fairy.
Norton gives a superb performance as
we fo llow him an4i his fears backlo Dr.
Lector for help . In scenes not quite as
emotionally gripping as in Silence, we
watch the interactions between the two
men and see the hidden admiration that
both' hold for each other. Although
Norton's sedate acting style isn't able
to convey the same degree of fearful
stage presence expressed by Jodie
Foster's Clarice Starling, the chemistry
between Hopkins and Norton still works
well.
If anything, this movie could have done
with more of Anthony Hopk.ins. In his
third reprisal of the Hannibal Lector
character, Hopkins has added yet more
flare and intrigue to the gentleman-killer
mys tique of the good doctor.
Meanwhile, Francis Dolarhyde
(Ralph Fiennes) has made the doctor
somewhat of a teacher in his killings
and wants nothing short of divine approval. As Graham explains, the Tooth
Fairy's actions make him feel like God. In
scenes somewhat reminiscent of P5~vcho ,
we learn of the abuses that seemingly
lead to the insanity of the grown man,
now obsessed with proving himself.
Fiennes performs impressively in this
role and his character fills the screen
with a strong, mysterious presence . The
audience is torn between (eelings of
pit y for the Dragon, and feelings of
intense fear and hatred, just as we are
torn between the bitter and feelings of
deep admiration and wonder with Dr.
Lector.
The movie addresses all these is sues, and is extremely satisfying for
those seeking depth and challenge in
a film. For those merely wanting entertainment , this movie . should satiate
those desires as well. Red Dragon has
found the comfortable spot between
plot and gore , and balances the two
quite nice ly. With stellar acting,
subtlety and the just enough scenes
to make one jump and cringe, this is a
movie sure to please any fan of sop his. ticated horror.

Your Ad Here?
Not yet ... but it could be!

---
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EVENT

Tue, October 8

Bushrod Tournament

Rooms 124, 133, 262,266,269

6:00PM

Wed, October9

Christian Legal Society Meeting

Room 135

7:30PM

Thu, October 10

Bushrod Tournament

~00ms' 133 , 141

6:00PM

Fri, October 11

Workshop presented by Professor Linda Malone

The Faculty Room

12:00PM

Fri, October 11

Kaplan training students to teach LSA T reviews.

Room 262

1:00PM

Mon, October 14

Fall Break Begins

Tue, October 15

Fall Break Ends

Tue, October 15

Nutrition Software Demo for Staff

2nd Floor Law Library Lab

1:30PM

Wed, October 16

Bushrod Tournament

Rooms 133, 134

6:00PM

Thu, October 17 -

Workshop presented by Michael Tomer, Federal
Election Commission

The Faculty Room

12:30PM

Thu, October 17

Appointments Committee Meeting

Dean's Conference Room

1:00PM

Thu, October 17

State Bar's Professionalism Program
for First-year Students

Rooms 119, 120, 133, Courtroom

3:00PM

Thu, October 17

Bushrod Tournament

Rooms 133, 141

6:00PM

Fri, October 18

National Center for State Court

Room 135

8:00AM

Fri, October 18

Florida BarProgram

McGlothlin Courtroom

9:00AM

Fri, October 18

U.S. Department of the Navy JAG ( OCPP)

Room 239

10:00AM

Sun, OC:tober 20

Bushrod Tournament

Courtroom

3:00PM

Fri, October 25

Luncheon with Professor Theresa Gabaldon

The Faculty Room

12:30PM

Fri,October25

Negotiation & Client Counseling
Negotiation Competition

Rooms 113, 134, 135, 137, 138,
141,262,266,269

3:00PM

Sun, October 27

MPRE Review COurse

Room 127

9:30AM

Tue, October 29

Finding an International Summer Internship
Mitchell Reiss, Dean ofIntemational
Studies anq Director of the Reves
Center for International Studies

Room 141

12:45 PM

Wed, October 30

Dr. Wilhelm, sports doctor at William & Mary

Cottage

12:00PM

Wed, October 30

Workshop presented by Lou Fisher

The Faculty Room

Thu, October 31

Flu Shots Available

lobby

1:00PM

Thu, October 31

Library Open House

Law Library Lobby

2:00PM

Fri, November 1

Conference on Corporate Fraud

Room 127

9:00AM

UXATION

TIME

